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1. No excuses ("have a cold", "better in my living room", etc.) 

2. Professional introduction 

a. No ankles crossed versus grounded, rooted, centered 

b. Loud, strong, clear voice that says ''you want to see this" 

c. Just your name, play, author, character 

d. Chin up 

e. No "enjoy!" or other cute things 

f. Clear focus to auditioners 

3. Don't keep them waiting or act scared/nervous 

4. First people to audition are best remembered 

5. After intro, tum and prep even faked if you have to (but not too long) 

6. Turn back front 100% in character- take 3 seconds of strong focus before speak 

7. Establish focal point (3 at most- d.r., d.c., d.l.) 

8. Do not give to auditioners, give to one spot above their head or to empty seats 

9. Don't use furniture; if you are a beginner then a chair may.help- straddle or angle 

10. Stay far upstage- do not get in their face 

11. Do not creep forward - few, specific, clear steps when absolutely needed. 

12. Block it-PRECISELY. 

13. NO EYES ON FLOOR OR DOWN 

14. Careful with on floor- their table may block sightlines 

15. Face high up 

16. Speak clearly and articulately 

17. Very selective few gestures - large/meaningful-no repetitive/boring - #5 most 

18. 1-2 minutes -leave them wanting more- don't hang yourself with length 

19. Always have: 2 Classic Shakespeare -serious & comic; 2 modern-serious&comic 

20. Don't use film pieces for theatre 

21. Don't write your own- or if you do then make up author 

22. At the end of mono take a large inhale/exhale character,say Thank You to person 

23. No props unless mandatory 

24. Dress for the part but don't costume 

25. When in doubt, dress as for an important business interview 

26. No flip flops or anything calling attention to itself 

27. Stage Manager, etc. are all important, so be nice, Judged. 

28. T=shirts. No T-shirts with writing or symbols or anything on it. 

29. Do not watch film or youtube it. 

30. Do use Wikipedia. 

 


